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Abstract. The solar-terrestrial energy transfer, due to the total solar irradiance (TSI), solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld, has 11-year modulation during the sunspot cycles. Other
oscillations of solar-terrestrial energy transfer are with periods of 22 and 45 year due to the
magnetic reversal and equatorial solar asymmetry, which cause corresponding oscillations of all
Earth systems, including climate and weather, atmosphere and ocean circulations, geomagnetic
ﬁeld and core processes. A part of this energy variation is transformed to oscillations of the Earth
rotation. A model of indirect mechanism of Earth rotation excitation during sunspot cycles
is proposed, which is based on global water circulation and periodical mass transfer between
oceans and polar ice caps. The oscillations of the mean sea level (MSL) with periods 11, 22 and
45 years are determined by sea level data for the last two centuries from 13 maregraph stations.
The necessary energy of water evaporation, corresponding to the observed MSL variations is
provided by TSI oscillations with amplitudes between 0.2-0.5W/m2 , determined by means of
reconstructed time series of the TSI since 1610. The determined mean Universal Time (UT1)
amplitudes, corresponding to the 22-year and 45-year cycles of the solar activity are 185ms and
310ms.
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1. Introduction
The decadal variations of the Earth rotation are strongly aﬀected by the cycles of the
solar activity with a delay of about 1.5a. The explanation of the delayed UT1 response
to the sunspot cycles is the appropriate change of the axial Earth moment of inertia,
due to climatic variations, connected with the total solar irradiance change. The aim of
this paper is to determine the mean amplitudes of the UT1 response to the solar activity
cycles, according to the observed MSL variations and corresponding change of the Earth
axial moment of inertia.

2. Total solar irradiance variations
Recently time series of Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) since 1610 was reconstructed by
Lean et al.(1995)) and Lean (2000). These time series are shown in Fig. 1. The oscillations
of the TSI with periods 11, 22 and 45 years (Fig.2, (a), (b), (c)) are determined by means
of Fourier approximation and separation and combination of the oscillations with periods
from the bands 10-12.5a for 11-year cycles; 19-25a for 22-year cycles and 34-56a for 45year cycles. The time series of 11-year and 45-year cycles of the TSI are determined
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by means of the second solution of TSI (Lean, 2000). Unfortunately, in this solution the
22-year component is with very small amplitude due to applied new corrections, while the
ﬁrst version contain rather signiﬁcant 22-year oscillations. So, the 22-year cycles of the
TSI are derived from the ﬁrst reconstruction (Lean et al., 1995). The maximal amplitude
of TSI oscillations with period 11a is 0.5W/m2 and 0.2W/m2 for 22-year and 45-year
cycles.

Figure 1. Time series of reconstructed Total Solar Irradiance (TSI) since 1610.

Figure 2. Time series of 11-year components of TSI (a), 22-year components of TSI (b) and
45-year components of TSI (c).

3. Mean sea level oscillations
The oscillations of the mean sea level with periods 11.25, 22.5 and 45 years are determined from maregraph data for the last two centuries by a model with ﬁxed frequencies
ΔL(t) = L0 + L1 t +
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where ΔL(t) are MSL variations for the epoch t; ak , bk are harmonically coeﬃcients;
Ak are amplitudes of the oscillations with periods T1 = 1a, T2 = 18.6a, T3 = 11.25a,
T4 = 22.5a and T5 = 45a. The estimated amplitudes of MSL oscillations at 13 maregraph
stations are given in Table 1. The corresponding mean amplitudes A11 , A22.5 and A45
are 6.9 ± 2mm; 10.6 ± 3mm and 8.9 ± 2mm.

4. Conclusions
• The 11-year, 22-year and 45-year solar activity cycles strongly aﬀect earth climatic
variations by the variations of the total solar irradiance with maximal amplitudes between
0.2–0.5W/m2 . These variations provide additional amount of energy (∼1017MJ for the
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Table 1. Amplitudes A1 1 , A2 2 . 5 , A4 5 of the 11-year, 22.5-year and 45-year oscillations of the
mean sea level for some maregraph stations. Values less than 3mm are removed.
Station
Balb oa
Barencburg
Brest
Frem antle
Genova
Ijmuiden
Harlingen
Honolulu
M aassluis
M umbai
Prince Rup ert
Sto ckholm
Sydney
M ean 1

Perio d

A 1 1 [m m ]

A 2 2 . 5 [m m ]

A 4 5 [m m ]

1908–1996
1948–2006
1807–2005
1897–1990
1884–1998
1871–2006
1865–2005
1905–2006
1848–2006
1878–1994
1909–2006
1774–2001
1886–1994

11.7
8.3
4.4
4.9
4.7
6.5
7.4
6.4
6.2
6.1
14.2
9.1
4.5

9.6
18.6
–
11.0
10.9
6.3
3.5
14.6
8.3
8.5
17.7
–
8.7

6.0
11.0
–
6.3
11.3
6.3
8.9
–
12.4
–
3.7
11.7
9.8

–

6.9 ± 2

10.6 ± 3

8.9 ± 2

Notes:
1
The m ean values are calculated after rem oving one m inim al and one m axim al am plitudes.

whole Earth and 130-260MJ per square meter on the equator) during these cycles. This
energy is capable to evaporate 50-100l of water from 1 square meter equatorial ocean
surface and 20-40l of water from 1 square meter ocean surface from the north latitudes.
• The periodical UT1 variations due to solar cycles are provided by additional water
evaporation and global mean sea level oscillations, synchronized with the global water
redistribution and corresponding change of the ice thickness at the polar caps. These
events cause periodical change of the Earth axial moment of inertia and periodical oscillations of the Earth rotation, according the law of angular momentum conservation.
The amplitude of 1mm of the mean sea level oscillation with periods 11, 22 and 45 years
corresponds to UT1 oscillations with the same periods and amplitudes 12.5ms, 25ms and
50ms.
• The oscillations of the mean sea level with periods 11.25, 22.5 and 45 years at 13
maregraph stations are determined by a model with ﬁxed frequencies. The corresponding
mean amplitudes of these oscillations are 6.9 ± 2mm; 10.6 ± 3mm and 8.9 ± 2mm. The
previously estimated UT1 response to 11-year sunspot cycles with amplitude 60ms need
global water redistribution from oceans to the polar caps, corresponding to “pure” mean
sea level oscillation with amplitude of 4.8mm (Chapanov & Gambis 2008). The rest of
2.1mm to the observed 11-year MSL amplitude is redistributed over the continents. So,
according the above method of MSL oscillations determination with ﬁxed frequencies,
the proportion between the redistributed water over the polar caps and continents is
70% to 30%. The eﬀectiveness of 70% means that the eﬀective MSL amplitudes A22.5
and A45 are 7.4mm and 6.2mm, so the expected mean UT1 amplitudes, corresponding
to the 22-year and 45-year cycles of the solar activity, are 185ms and 310ms.
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